
 TIC TAC TOE CHALLEGE  

More Than X’s And O’s 

Tic Tac Toe Challenge is a board game when played gives you the motivation to try to win. 

Players 1-4 players 

Ages 5 and up 

Equipment 

10x10in. board with nine squires. 

One bag for X’s. 

One bag for O’s. 

Thirty-Two playing paces.  

Nine playing paces with X’s and numbers one to nine.  

Nine playing paces with O’s and numbers one to nine. 

Three playing paces with strike  

One playing paces with blocked and X. 

One playing paces with blocked and O. 

One playing paces with pull from X bag. 

One playing paces with pull from O bag. 

Two playing paces with skip 

Two playing paces with I Pass 

You decide if you want the playing piece to be a six or a nine. 
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Goal 

The goal of Tic Tac Toe Challenge is to be the first one to get three in a row. 

   

Playing Tic Tac Toe Challenge 



One player:  

You are playing against the board.  

Leaving out the blocks, pull from bags, skips, and pass 

But you are playing with strikes if you pull three strikes the board wins   

If you pull X1 and that’s your game peace 

Placing X’s and O’s on the board until three in a row, horizontally, vertically or diagonally.  

The first circle you pull is yours. 

 The second one is the board. 

Two players 

Players pull from there bag the one who pull the highest number goes first 

Players alternate placing X’s and O’s on the board until either (a) one player has three in a row, horizontally, 

vertically or diagonally; or (b) all nine squares are filled. 

If a player is able to draw three X’s or three O’s in a row, that player wins. 

If a player pulls block you that stop you one way from getting three in a row. 

If a player pulls skip you the player pulls again.  

If a player pulls pull from other player bag they pull from opponent bag and place the wooden circle on the board. 

If all nine squares are filled and neither player has three in a row, the game is a draw. 

 

Three players 

One player verses two players 

The single player do not have a teammate so he will be pulling from his bag. 

The two players are on a team so they rotate pulling from the same bag. 

The game ends when either the single player or the two person team gets tic tac toe or strake out.    

 

Couples 

Play same as two players but you and your teammate taking turns pulling from same bag. 


